ACROSS
1  Extracting a bit of collagen daily may be a plan (6,6)
10  Hormone produced by offence mainly at home (7)
11  Help for a newsreader reporting traffic tailback? (7)
12  Number required to understand study of computer systems (5)
13  Hairy bikers finally finding safe place after topless race (8)
15  They may be turned on, seeing women streak or stupidly crossing wicket (10)
16  First-class returns on a small part of our planet (4)
18  Gangster going after neighbour? (4)
0   The effect of drinking with no good Scotsman of a royal house (10)
22  The worst and best breaks for a driver? (3,5)
24  Problematic drunk (5)
26  Give details of former plot to kidnap one (7)
27  Cooking range covered in eggs and herb (7)
28  Determined to see one looked after (6-6)

DOWN
2   Understanding boundaries of Indian tourist attraction (7)
3   Laid out right-winger for wasting time (8)
4   Rising star may keep northern women in order (4)
5   Insecure link offered by relative speed (6,4)
6   Nick cannot change on the inside (5)
7   A case of lawyers accepting endless desire for recesses (7)
8   Person just looking for skipper to support opportunities (6-7)
9   Soldiers in pink? It's a religious belief (13)
14  Current device developing in all operas except the first (5,5)
17  Find out about article made of skin (8)
19  Rising firm best supported by American swimmer (7)
21  Unappreciative type who's angry about heartless nag (7)
23  Educate at home after putting pictures up (5)
25  Destiny of daughter getting low returns (4)

Solution 15,689